The influence of an isolated word's meaning on lexical decision reaction time (RT)was demonstrated through four experiments. Subjects in two experiments made lexical decision judgments, those in a third experiment pronounced the words used in the lexical decision task, and those in a fourth experiment quickly pronounced their first associative response to the words. Differences in lexical access time for the words were measured with the pronunciation task, and differences in meaning were assessed with the association task. Multiple regression analyses of lexical decision RT were conducted using associative RT, pronunciation RT, and other target word properties (printed frequency, length, instance dominance, and number of dictionary meanings) as predictor variables. These analyses revealed a relationship between lexical decision RT and associative RT after the effects of other variables had been partialed out. In addition, word frequency continued to have a significant relationship to lexical decision RT beyond that shared with pronunciation RT and the other variables. The results of these experiments indicate that at least some of the effect of word meaning and word frequency in lexical decision is attributable to a decision stage following lexical access.
sion. In this task, the subject discriminates between words and nonword letter strings. Reaction time (RT) is the dependent variable of primary interest. Researchers have argued that subjects can make a lexical decision using only the minimal amount of information needed to determine the lexical status ofthe stimulus, that is, some match between the stimulus and an entry in the mental lexicon. It has been assumed that the role of semantic information is minimal, since it is not logically necessary to the tasks. In fact, as indicated above, the sequential nature of many current theories and their assumption that meaning plays no role in mapping a visual stimulus onto a unique lexical entry make it logically impossible for a word's meaning to influence speed oflexical access. Thus, it is somewhat surprising that studies using the lexical decision task (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984; James, 1975; Jastrzembski, 1981; Whaley, 1978) have found that the speed of responding to an isolated word is related to measures of the word's meaning. These findings are of major importance because they imply that: (1) semantic characteristics of the word being perceived in isolation are affecting the ease of lexical access, and/or (2) the lexical decision task involves components other than lexical access that are sensitive to the semantic characteristics of the word being judged. Both implications are important. Attributing the semantic effects to the lexical access component would force a major change in many current theories of word recognition. If the semantic effects are the result of some component of the lexical decision task other than lexical access, as Morton (1979b Morton ( , 1982 believes, then additional caution must be exercised when using the task to study variables affecting lexical access. The series of studies reported here further examine the issue of the exCopyright 1985 Psychonomic Society, Inc.istence of lexical decision task components that are not related to lexical access but are sensitive to semantic effects. James (1975) was probably the first to demonstrate semantic effects on lexical decisions about words in isolation. He found that, in a lexical decision task with pronounceable nonwords, subjects made decisions about low-frequency concrete words more quickly than about low-frequency abstract words. Later, Whaley (1978) demonstrated that a cluster of semantic variables (concreteness, meaningfulness, imagery, and age of acquisition) significantly predicted lexical decision performance above and beyond obvious lexical variables such as printed word frequency and word length. More recently, Jastrzembski (1981) determined that the number of dictionary meanings of a word is an important predictor of lexical decision performance . We (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) showed that instance dominance (I.DOM), a measure of the likelihood that a word will be given as an example of a category in response to the category name (Battig & Montague, 1969) , is related to RT in an unprimed lexical decision task. Each of these results suggests that semantic information may playa role in lexical access or at least in lexical decision performance.
In the present research, our aim is to investigate more directly the impact of semantic information on lexical decisions. The theoretical framework underlying the research assumes that the visual features of a word make available a number of different types of codes or representations that can be used for further processing (for similar arguments see, Allport, 1977 , Balota, 1983 , Gordon, 1983 , and Marcel, 1983 . For example, the subject may utilize visual characteristics, phonological characteristics, and semantic characteristics of the visual stimulus in retrieving an appropriate word. Although access to each of these representations is based initially on the visual stimulus, they may be used independently once they are activated. Word recognition involves the integration of these activated representations with any available context. Lexical decisions may be based on any combination of these types of information. Within this framework, lexical decision RT should be, at least in part, a function of the availability of a word's meaning and not be simply dependent upon the nonsemantic features of the word.
Given our view that meaning availability may affect lexical access and/or other components of the lexical decision task, we searched for a measure of meaning availability. The appropriate measure would be relevant to speeded 'lexical access but would not, in itself, involve strategic decision processes similar to those believed to be operating in the lexical decision task. There are many difficulties in obtaining such a measure. It is unclear whether semantic variables such as concreteness and imagery values faithfuly reflect meaning availability. It may be, for example, that the meaning of an abstract word such as "hate" is more readily available than the meaning of a concrete word such as "air" even though the words have similar frequencies in print. In addition, a word's fre-MEANING AND LEXICAL DECISION 591 quency, the availability of its meaning, and the abstractness/concreteness of the word's referent are highly related. Finally, some unspecified nonsemantic variables that affect word recognition may be covarying with concreteness, imagery, and frequency. These sorts of difficulties have, in part, discouraged consideration of semantic variables in the available models of lexical access.
Since the traditional measures of meaningfulness are not unambiguously related to meaning availability, we took a different approach to the problem of finding a useful measure of meaning availability by utilizing a very "old" paradigm in a novel way. The task used was a simple associative RT task (Experiment 1) in which subjects were asked to pronounce the first associate that came to mind when presented with a given word. The associate and its latency were recorded. We felt that associative RT (with any effect of word frequency on it partialed out) should be an indicant of the amount of readily accessible meaning that a word has for a subject. If this variable predicts lexical decision performance (Experiments 2 and 3), then there would be evidence that availability of meaning is associated with ease of lexical access, at least in lexical access speed as it is measured by the lexical decision task.
The subjects' associates to the stimulus words yielded additional information that can be used to assess the impact of semantic variables on responding in the lexical decision task. If number of meanings is important in determining availability of meaning, then the number of different responses produced by our subjects to a word should predict lexical decision RT. The measure of the number of different associates (HARSP) has several advantages. First, it is based on the meaning search that, according to current theories of lexical access, follows lexical access. It should, therefore, not be related to lexical decision RT iflexical decision is a relatively pure measure of lexical access. Second, although it is not itself a response time, it is based on performance in a speeded task and may be more closely related to speeded tasks such as the lexical decision and pronunciation tasks than are measures such as I.DOM, number of dictionary meanings, etc.
A second purpose of the research was to further investigate the effects of I. DOM that we had found in an earlier study (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) . In that study, the words used came from 9 conceptual categories. With eight words from each of only 9 categories, it is possible that the observed reduction in RT with increasing I.DOM could somehow be attributed to implicit priming of lexical entries. The studies reported below ameliorate this problem by using only four words from each of 36 categories.
We expect that associative RT, HARSP, and I.DOM will predict lexical decision RT, but these variables are related to a number of lexical variables (word frequency, word length, and number of syllables) that have known effects on lexical decision RT. For example, many investigators have demonstrated that lexical decision RT and pronunciation latencies decrease with increasing word frequency, and this word-frequency effect has dominated re-cent theoretical discussion of the word recognition process (see, Forster, 1981 , Glanzer & Ehrenreich, 1979 , and Gordon, 1983 . It is virtually impossible to orthogonally manipulate the above lexical variables along with I.DOM, associative RT, and #ARSP. Thus, our data analyses used multiple regression techniques to analyze the relationship oflexical decision RT to associative RT, #ARSP, I.DOM, number of dictionary meanings, and the lexical variables. In this way, we could determine if associative RT, #ARSP, and I.DOM have unique effects on lexical decision RT beyond their shared influence with other theoretically motivated variables.
There is, of course, a problem with using a measure of meaning based on a speeded response to visually presented words. Specifically, in the theories of Becker (1980 ), Forster (1978 , and Morton (1982) , a unique lexical entry must be identified before a decision can be made that it is a word and before the meaning of the visual stimulus can be determined. Thus, the shared variance between lexical decision performance and associative response performance identified through regression analyses may be attributable simply to the assumption that both tasks require lexical access, the identification of a unique lexical entry. What is needed is some measure of lexical access time that does not itself depend upon semantic variables. This measure could then be used as an additional predictor variable to partial out the common lexical access component. One candidate for such a measure is pronunciation RT. In Experiment 4, we collected pronunciation RTs for the words used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 and used pronunciation RT as an additional predictor variable for lexical decision RT.
The idea that pronunciation RT can be used as a predictor variable to partial out a lexical access component is based on the controversial assumption that pronunciation of a word normally involves lexical access. Some researchers have argued that pronunciation of visually presented stimuli may often not involve lexical access but may rely simply on phonological rules applied to the visual stimulus. Andrews (1982) reviewed this controversy. For the purposes of this paper, however, the fine points of the controversy are only tangentially relevant for four reasons. First, assume that lexical access is not generally involved in the pronunciation task. There still, however, must be a preliminary component, which Marcel and Patterson (1978) described as a transformation of the visual analysis of the written word to a graphic code. Thus, this transformation is a shared component, and it, at least, should be partialed out by using pronunciation RT as a predictor variable. Second, although there is some evidence for a process for pronouncing stimuli without recourse to lexical access, for example, a process based on graphic-phoneme corresondence rules (Coltheart, 1978) , its properties seem to be such as to limit its utility for the mixture of regular and irregular word stimuli used in Experiment 4. There are both empirical (Coltheart, 1978) and logical grounds for believing that a process based on lexical access must be faster than a process with some other basis. Logically, if the nonlexical process were faster than the lexically based process, one would expect a large number of pronunciation errors in response to irregular words. If the lexical access process is appreciably faster, then it would seem reasonable to expect that the vast majority of pronunciations would be determined by a lexical access process and that pronunciation RT could be legitimately used as a predictor variable. Third, not all researchers believe that there are nonlexical processes for pronouncing words. Glushko (1981) , for example, took strong exception to Coltheart's (1978) analysis of the process(es) by which pronunciations are determined. Finally, although the" correct" interpretation of the results of the analyses performed using pronunciation RT as one of the predictor variables will depend upon one's position with respect to the likelihood of pronunciation's involving lexical access, we believe the results presented below are interesting for the problems they pose for either interpretation.
EXPERIMENT 1
Associates and their latencies for a given word were obtained in this experiment for use as predictor variables in Experiments 2 and 3. Since the associative RTs are of interest in themselves, they were submitted to a multiple regression analysis using several predictor variables. First, since word frequency supposedly affects the ease of identifying a lexical entry (Becker, 1980; Forster, 1978; Morton, 1979b ) and subjects must access the word's lexical representation to obtain the semantic information needed to produce an associate, associative RT should be a function of word frequency and word length. Second, #ARSP, I.DOM, and number of dictionary meanings were used as predictor variables because they are measures of the meaningfulness of a word.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduate students, recruited from the subject pool at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, participated in partial fulfillment of course requirements.
Apparatus. The experiment was controlled by a North Star Horizon computer. Stimulus words were displayed in uppercase letters on a television monitor driven by an IMSAI memory-mapped video raster generator. In order to maximize legibility, all words were displayed with single spaces between letters. The subjects were seated approximately 50 em from the video monitor. A three-letter word (three letters separated by two spaces) occupied a visual angle of approximately 1.1 0 , and a nine-letter word occupied a visual angle of approximately 3.7 0 • A voice key connected to the computer was triggered by the onset of a subject's voice. Response latency and interval timing were both measured with millisecond accuracy via the computer. The same apparatus was used for all the experiments reported in this paper.
Materials. The 144 target words selected for use in this study consisted of four exemplars from each of 36 different categories in the Battig and Montague (1969) norms. An attempt was made to select the words so that, for the four exemplars from a given category, there would be: (I) a high-frequency, high-dominant word; (2) a high-frequency, low-dominant word; (3) a lowfrequency, high-dominant word; and (4) a low-frequency, lowdominant word. On the basis of observations made by Whaley (1978) , log frequency (LFREQ) was used instead ofraw frequency (0 and was determined by the Kucera and Francis (1967) 51.970,286.722, and (4) 47.635,40.139, respectively. As can be seen, although our efforts to reduce some of the covariation in these variables were successful, we cannot claim to have orthogonally manipulated the two variables. Fifty words that were not members of the target categories were selected from the Kucera and Francis norms for use on practice and buffer trials. All words (targets and buffer/practice) ranged from three to nine letters in length. The complete list of target words, along with each word's mean RT and percentage error rate for each of the experiments, is presented in the Appendix.
Procedure. Each subject gave associates to practice words for two blocks of 15 trials. These practice blocks were followed by four test blocks of 41 test trials each. The buffer words were used for the first 5 trials of each test block. Target words were presented randomly within a test block, with the constraint that, within a test block, only one member of each of the 36 categories be presented. In this way, the four exemplars of a given category were presented in four different test blocks. This procedure eliminated any semantic priming within a block of trials by exemplars from the same conceptual category. The particular category exemplar presented in a test block was counterbalanced across subjects. In addition, to avoid any idiosyncratic groupings of the particular category exemplars, the combinations of category exemplars appearing together within a block were reordered such that each group of four subjects received different groupings of exemplars within their test blocks.
On each trial, the following sequence occurred: (1) a 500-Hz warning tone was presented for 250 msec; (2) a 250-msec interstimulus interval occurred; (3) the test word was presented until a vocal response was detected by the computer, at which point the word was erased from the screen; (4) the message "Response OK?" was presented; (5) the subject pulled one of two response levers to indicate that his/her voice, rather than some other sound (such as a cough), had triggered the computer. After the lever was pulled, there was a 4-sec intertrial interval before the tone signaling the next trial was presented.
All subjects were tested individually in a sound-deadened room. The microphone and two response levers (one indicating "OK" and the other "not OK") were placed in front of the subjects. The subjects were instructed simply to say as quickly as possible the first word that came to mind when the stimulus word was presented. Any response, except the stimulus word itself, was acceptable. The experimenter monitored the subjects' responses via an intercom and recorded them. At the end of each block of trials, the subjects were given feedback regarding their average RT and the percentage of trials in which the "OK" lever had been pulled. There was a 10-sec mandatory rest between blocks, which was followed by a signal that the subjects could continue the experiment by a buttonpress when ready. A 2-sec delay was followed by the tone signaling the next trial.
Results
The relationship between associative RT and several variables will be examined. Variables for which large values correspond to strong, readily accessible meaning should correlate negatively with associative RT. I.DOM is an example of such a variable. Number of dictionary meanings andlexical decision RT are negatively correlated (Jastrzembski, 1981) , and it is intuitively plausible that number of dictionary meanings would have a similar effect on associative RT. The log transformation given above was applied to the number of meanings listed in
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Websters New Collegiate Dictionary to produce the variable LMEAN. Word frequency (LFREQ) is knownto be negatively correlated with lexicaldecisionRT and should exhibit the same relationship to associative RT. We felt that associative RT would be shorter if a word had a single strongassociate rather than severaldifferentresponses (or only weak idiosyncratic responses). Thus, HARSP, the number of different associates given by the group of 24 subjects to a stimulus word, shouldcorrelate positively with associative RT. Finally, previous research and intuitionsuggest that RT should correlatepositively with word length (LENG) and number of syllables in a word (SYLL). Table 1 presents the correlation matrix, mean values, and standard deviation of these values for each of the predictor variables(I.DOM, LMEAN, HARSP, LFREQ, LENG, and SYLL) used in the experiments. Each measure is based on the values for all 144 words. Table 1 also presents the tolerance values for the predictor variables. The tolerances are a measure of the intercorrelations of the predictor variables and can vary between 0 and 1. A tolerance valueof 1 indicates that a givenpredictor variable is orthogonal to the other predictors. Ideally, of course, one would like tolerance values as close to 1 as possible. As can be seen in the first row giving tolerances, two variables (LENG and SYLL) have quite low values. An examination of the correlation matrixindicates that the primary reason for the low tolerances of these variables is that SYLL and LENG are highly correlated. Preliminary regression analyses indicated that SYLL never produced effects of even marginal significance, whereas its paired variable, LENG, had sizable predictivepower. The decision wasmade, therefore, to eliminate SYLL from further· consideration. The tolerance values for the reduced set of predictor variables are reasonably high.
The data used in all analyses of associative RT were the mean RTs for each word across subjects. In calculating the item means, the RTs for "outliers" and cases in which a subject responded "not OK" were replaced with the subject's grand mean of all "OK" responses.' To qualify as an outlier, the RT had to be less than 200 msec or else more than three standard deviation units above the subject's mean RT for "OK" responses and also longer than 3 sec. The percentage of "not OK" responses was 1.85 %, and the percentage of outliers was 1.48 %.
A full multiple regresson analysis was conducted using the predictor variables LOOM, LFREQ, LENG, LMEAN, and #ARSP. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2 . The regression coefficients in Table 2 , and in the following tables, have been partially standardized to ease interpretation. Each regression coefficient from the regression analyses has been multiplied by the standard deviation of the predictor variable with which it is associated. Partial correlation coefficients, F values, and correlations are unchanged by this procedure, and since the same words were used in all experiments, the standard deviations of the values of the predictor variables are constant across experiments. These semistandardized regression coefficients have the property of indicating the change in RT for each standard deviation unit change in the predictor variable. Thus, to obtain a reasonable estimate of an effect size for a predictor variable, one can simply multiply the regression coefficient by four to determine the size of the effect obtained across the range of the predictor variable used in the experiments. For example, for the words used in the present experiments, the unique effect of frequency on associative RT, as displayed in Table 2 , is 4 X 48.77, or approximately 200 msec. This effect is in addition to the shared effect that frequency has with the other predictor variables.
Discussion
Associative RTs were, on average, quite long. The average RT was on the order of 1.5 sec, about I sec longer than most lexical decision and pronunciation RTs. They were also, as might be expected, highly variable. Not only were the times for different subjects for the same word quite variable, but the times across words were variable, a standard deviation of over 200 msec. As the regression analysis given in Table 2 shows, however, associative RT is fairly easily characterized. Short, highfrequency words that have only a few dominant meanings are responded to quickly.
In Experiment 1, we attempted to obtain a measure of meaning availability to use in investigating meaning effects in lexical decision. The question now is, will associative RT be related to lexical decision response latency when the shared effects with LFREQ, LENG, and #ARSP have been partialed out?
EXPERIMENT 2
The primary purpose of Experiment 2 was to gather data to explore the relationship between lexical decision RT, associative RT, #ARSP, and the lexical and meaning predictor variables used above.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduate students were recruited from the same pool described in Experiment I, No subject participated in both Experiments 1 and 2.
Materials. Targets in the lexical decision task were the words used in Experiment 1 (see Appendix). There were 194 pronounceable nonword foils. The nonwords used by Balota (1983) were supplemented withnonwords based on words selected from the Kucera and Francis (1967) norms. The pronounceable nonwords were produced by changing up to three letters within the word (e.g., "season" was changed to "seshon").
Procedure. The procedure in Experiment 2 was very similar to that in Experiment I, except that: (1) on each trial, a word or nonword was presented and the subjects' task was to pull one lever to indicate "word" or a second lever to indicate "non word"; (2) there were two practice blocks of 30 trials and eight test blocks of 41 trials, the first five items in each test block being buffer items; and (3) whenever the subjects pulled the incorrect lever, they were given an error message and required to press a button to continue the experiment when they were ready. Items were again counterbalanced across blocks, such that one member of each of the 36 catergories was presented once every two blocks. The subjects were encouraged to be as fast and as accurate as possible. Twelve subjects used the dominant hand to respond "word," and 12 subjects used the nondominant hand to respond "word."
Results
The data for Experiment 2 were analyzed in the same fashion as those for Experiment 1. For each word, an average RT across subjects was calculated excluding errors and outliers. Outliers were determined by the same criterion as in Experiment 1, except that a long cutoff of 850 msec was used instead of 3 sec. The error rate for words was 6.74 %, and the percentage of outliers was 1.71 %. For nonwords, the average RT for correct responses was 637.86 msec, and the error rate was 3.79%. The scored data were then submitted to two different full multiple regression analyses, shown in the two halves of Table 3 .
In the upper portion of Table 3 , the regression analysis included the predictors used in Experiment 1. The only predictor variable that had a significant independent effect on lexical decision RT was LFREQ. None of the other variables had any independent predictive power. 1 The lower portion of Table 3 exhibits the results when associative RT is included as a predictor variable. The significant predictors of lexical decision RT in this analysis are #ARSP, associative RT, and, again, LFREQ. None of the other variables had any unique predictive power.
Although associative RT is a remarkably good predictor of lexical decision RT, it does not appear to be a pure measure of availability of meaning. This can be seen by noting that #ARSP is acting as a suppressor variable for associative RT; that is, #ARSP corrects for or suppresses error in using associative RT as a predictor for lexical decision RT. The effect of the suppression is that the partial r 2 for #ARSP is actually larger than the raw correlation. A more exact explanation of this effect is given below.
Discussion
The most important result of Experiment 2 is that lexical decision RT is very highly related to associative RT. Before considering this effect of associative RT more MEANING AND LEXICAL DECISION 595 closely, however, there are four other points that should be noted. First, a strong word-frequency effect was obtained. This frequency effect is in additionto the frequency effect that predicts associative RT. This is surprising, since one might expect that the frequency effect that is predictive of associative RT at least includes the frequency effect that is widely thought to be involved in lexical access. This would seem to imply that word frequency is affecting some component other than lexical access in lexical decisions. Second, I.DOM had no effect on lexical decision performance. Balota and Chumbley (1984) found a significant but small effect of I.DOM in their lexical decision task. Perhaps the use of a larger number of categories and fewer words per category in the present experiment reduced the effect of I.DOM.
Third, there was a complete absence of the LMEAN effect found by Jastrzembski (1981) . We have not looked for this effect in previous experiments, but the failure to replicate was puzzling.
Finally, there was no influence of LENG on lexical decision performance. This is also surprising, since a number of researchers have found length effects in lexical decision performance (e.g., Balota & Chumbley, 1984; Forster & Chambers, 1973) . The absence of a length effect in Experiment 2 raised serious questions in our minds about the representativeness of the results of Experiment 2, and we felt that it was necessary to conduct a third experiment to determine why the I. DOM, LMEAN, and LENG effects were not found.
EXPERIMENT 3
In reviewing the nonwords used in Experiment 2, we noticed that the 194 nonwords averaged approximately The availability of the length cue may also have affected the presence ofI.DOM and LMEAN effects, since using length as a cue would have reduced the need for lexical access and/or the need to check for stimulus meaningfulness (cf. Balota & Chumbley, 1984) . In addition, it may be that meaning variables are more important with long words, since long words may vary more than short words on the meaning dimension. For example, long words tend to have fewer dictionary meanings (cf. the -.434 correlation between LMEAN and LENG in Table 1 ). If subjects tended on some trials to respond "word" to very long stimuli without determining whether the stimuli actually were words, the role of meaning in the judgments would have been diminished. To explore this possibility, we equated more exactly both the average length and the range of the lengths across the words and nonwords in Experiment 3. We expected to find in this experiment the more typical length effect, that is, that longer words would produce longer response latencies. In addition, if the subjects were using length cues to bypass the need for lexical access on some trials and if meaning evaluation is a component of lexical decision, then eliminating the length cues should produce a reappearance of meaning (I.DOM and LMEAN) effects.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduate students were recruited f~~m the~am~pool described in Experiment 1. No subject had participated In either of the two previous experiments. Materials. The words employed in this experiment were those from Experiments. 1 and 2. The only difference between Experiments 2 and 3 was In the nonwords. Additional words were selected from the Kucera and Francis (1967) norms and were used to produce long pronounceable nonwords. Some short nonwords from Experiment 2 were replaced by these new nonwords. For the new set of nonwords, the mean length (5.52) and range (3 to 9) of the 194 nonwords now matched the length (5.54) and range (3 to 9) of the 194 buffer/practice and target words.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2.
Results
Analysis of the data for Experiment 3 was identical to that for Experiment 2. The error rate for words was 6.97% and the outlier rate was 1.68%. For nonwords, the mean RT for correct responses was 672.45 msec, and the error rate was 4.75 %.
The results displayed in the upper portion of Table 4 are very different from those found in Table 3 . While the LFREQ effect is still very robust, there are now significant effects ofI.DOM, LENG, and LMEAN. #ARSP still has no effect on lexical decision task RT when entered into a regression analysis without associative RT.
The lower portion of Table 4 shows the same effects found in Experiment 2: LFREQ has an additional effect over and beyond that shared with associative RT; associative RT is a good predictor of lexical decision task RT; and #ARSP is negatively related (as a suppressor variable) to RT in the lexical decision task. Note, however, that the predictive powers of I.DOM and LENG are reduced to nonsignificant levels by the introduction of associative RT into the analysis. LMEAN, however, continues to be a significant predictor of response speed in the lexical decision task.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 were quite different from those of Experiment 2, even though the only difference between the two experiments was a small difference in length of the nonwords. Again, in Experiment 3, there were large effects of LFREQ and associative RT. However, there also were large effects of LENG and I.DOM (when associative RT is not used as a predictor) and an effect of LMEAN. Together, the absence in Experiment 2, and then the presence in Experiment 3 of LENG, I.DOM, and LMEAN effects gives some credence to the hypothesis that the use of length as a cue by subjects in Experiment 2 eliminated the weakest meaning effects (I.DOM and LMEAN). When, in Experiment 3, length could no longer be used as a cue for responding "word" to some stimuli, the meaning ofthe stimulus became a more important factor. The covariation of the LENG and meaning effects gives some support for the conjecture that long words may vary more along meaning dimensions than do short words, which makes meaning a very salient dimension for these words in determining lexical decision RT The argument that the length difference between words and nonwords in Experiment 2 might bias subjects to respond "Yes" to long words without actually resorting to lexical access implies that word RTs should be longer in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2. In fact, mean word RT for Experiment 2 is slightly (13 msec) faster than it is in Experiment 3. This difference is not significant (t < 1) when each subject's mean RT for words is the basic datum, but when RT is averaged across subjects for each word and a direct difference t test comparing RT in each experiment for each word is conducted, the difference is highly significant [t(143) = 4.715, P < .001].
That the effect is quite small is not surprising, since only long words could be responded to without lexical access.
The existence of LENG and meaning (I.DOM and LMEAN) effects in Experiment 3 and their absence in Experiment 2 fits quite nicely with a two-stage model of the lexical decision task presented by Balota and Chumbley (1984) . A description of this model and a discussion of the different patterns of effects in Experiments 2 and 3 are provided in the General Discussion section. First, however, the problem of another basis for a relationship between associative responding and lexical decision performance must be considered.
As indicated earlier, one process that should be involved in both the associative response and lexical decision tasks is lexical access. A possible reason that associative RT is so strongly related to lexical decision RT is simply that the subject must first access the lexicon to produce an associate and must also access the lexicon to make a lexical decision. This "lexical access" component of both tasks may be why the associative task RTs and lexical decision performance are strongly related. Thus, the results presented so far may have little to do with subjects' using meaning in lexical access or in a decision stage oflexical decision. Instead, they may mean that word recognition is being affected by some other very powerful unidentified variable, a variable that is independent of the MEANING AND LEXICAL DECISION 597 effects of known variables such as word frequency, word length, and meaning. This, in itself, would be an important finding. The effect of #ARSP on lexical decision RT, however, fits better with a meaning explanation of the associative RT effect. In any case, we attempted to provide at least a partial solution to the problem of shared visual analysis and lexical access components in lexical decision and associative responding by collecting pronunciation RTs for the words used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Pronunciation RT will then be used as an additional predictor variable in reanalyses of Experiments 2 and 3.
EXPERIMENT 4
In this experiment, we simply obtained pronunciation RTs for the 144 target words. These pronunciation RTs will be used to predict the lexical decision results of Experiments 2 and 3. Our major interest will be in determining whether associative RT still predicts lexical decision performance after the lexical access component common to all three tasks has been partialed out using pronunciation RT. If it does, then this would suggest that the lexical decision task has a meaning component and that this component is not in the lexical access stage.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four undergraduate students were again recruited from the same pool as those in the earlier experiments. No subject had participated in any of the earlier experiments.
Materials. The materials were exactly the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure was exactly the same as that for Experiment 1, except that the subjects were asked to pronounce each word quickly rather than sayan associate to the word.
Results
The data from Experiment 4 were scored in exactly the same fashion as those for Experiment 1, except that the long cutoff was 850 msec. The percentage of "Not OK" responses (i.e., a word was mispronounced, etc.) was 1.48 % and the percentage of outliers was 2.11 %. A regression analysis of the pronunciation RT data was conducted to determine the effect of lexical and meaning variables on pronunciation RT. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 5 .
The regression analysis indicates that, as Balota and Chumbley (1984) found, only LFREQ and LENG predict pronunciation RT. Both effects are very robust; in fact, they are slightly larger than those found in Experiment 3. I.DOM, LMEAN, and #ARSP did not have significant effects on pronunciation RT.
Discussion
The results of the analysis of the pronunciation task RTs indicate that it is suitable for use as a predictor variable that measures the lexical access component of tasks in which words are being used as stimuli. The effects of LFREQ and LENG are large, and these are two variables that have played major roles in theoretical accounts of lexical access. I.DOM and LMEAN playa small role in pronunciation, and their role as predictors for lexical decision should be unaffected by the inclusion of pronunciation RT as a predictor variable.
REANALYSES OF EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3
There are two strong competing predictions about what should happen when pronunciation RT is added to the set of predictor variables in the lower portions of Tables 3  and 4 . First, lexical decision RT, associative RT, and pronunciation RT are related through the shared lexical access component. If this is the only relationship, then the variance being explained by associative RT in Tables 3  and 4 should become part of the variance shared by pronunciation RT and associative RT when pronunciation RT is entered into the regression analysis. Thus, associative RT should have a nonsignificant effect when pronunciation RT is entered, because the shared lexical access effect has been partialed out. Similarly, if LFREQ's main role in determining lexical decision RT is the result of its role in lexical access, it should no longer have a unique effect.
On the other hand, assume lexical decision RT and associative RT are related through an effect of meaning on some component of lexical decision other than lexical access. Under this assumption, associative RT should have a significant effect beyond its shared effect with pronunciation RT. In the same manner, if LFREQ is affecting lexical decision times through some component other than lexical access, then there should still be a significant LFREQ effect after the lexical access effect has been partialed out. Table 6 displays the results of the appropriate analyses.
As can be seen in both the upper and lower portions of Table 6 , associative RT maintains a clearly significant relationship with lexical decision times in both Experiments 2 and 3, even after the lexical access component has been partialed out by including pronunciation RT as a predictor variable. LFREQ has less striking effects, but they are nonetheless marginally significant. Thus, the results obtained by including pronunciation RT as a predictor contradict the hypothesis that associative RT is related to lexical decision RT solely because the two tasks share a common lexical access component. Instead, it seems that meaning and word frequency are affecting other stages of lexical decision and/or that meaning is having some role in determining ease of lexical access in a manner unique to the lexical decision task. The results of the new analyses are more mixed with respect to the other meaning variables. I.DOM is still marginally significant in Experiment 3, but LMEAN is no longer significant. It is not clear why this should be the pattern of results, except that the effect of LMEAN was approaching significance in the pronunciation task (Table 5) and the analyses in Table 6 incorporate this effect. This would result in partialing out the LMEAN effect of Experiment 3.
An intriguing and unexpected finding in the reanalyses is that pronunciation RT has a relationship to lexical decision RT over and above the effects of a fairly complete set of previously identified theoretically relevant predictor variables. The analyses displayed in Table 6 are clear evidence that there are yet some other unidentified major factors operating in these tasks. It is not clear, however, that the unidentified variables are affecting lexical access, since they do not affect associative RT. Lexical access was assumed to be a component common to all three tasks. If these unidentified factors had been affecting lexical access, then they would have been partialed out and pronunciation RT would not have had a unique effect in predicting lexical decision RT.
Finally, the surprising effect of HARSP is still present in both experiments, and it has been joined by another surprising effect, a significant LENG effect in Experiment 2. Although it is not surprising that LENG should affect lexical decision RT, it is not immediately clear why the lexical entries for long words should be found more quickly than those for short words. Both of these effects can be readily understood by noting that both HARSP and LENG are classic suppressor variables (Darlington, 1968) .
First, consider the negative correlation between HARSP and lexical decision time: The greater the number of different associative responses given by the group of 24 subjects, the faster the lexical decision RT. In introducing this variable, it was noted that associative RT should be short if there is one strong and readily accessible associate of the presented word. If HARSP is taken as a measure of the degree to which there are several competing available responses, then one would expect associative RT to increase as a function of response competition. The regression results in Table 2 indicate that this was the case-associative RT and HARSP are positively related. Now, for the present purposes, assume that meaning strength is somehow related to lexical decision time and that both the number of meanings and their strengths determine total meaning strength. Support for this assumption can be found in the negative relationship between LMEAN and lexical decision time; that is, the more dictionary meanings, the faster a lexical decision is made. But associative RT is not a "pure" measure of strength of meaning; it is contaminated by the response competition measured by HARSP. Some of the long associative RTs were for words with many, but weak, available meanings. Under these conditions, HARSP fits the classic defi-nition of a supressor variable (cf. Darlington, 1968, pp. 163-165) . It has essentially no validity with respect to lexical decision RT (r is nearly zero), it is positively correlated with associative RT, and lexical decision RT and associative RT are positively correlated. Darlington indicated (p. 164) that under these conditions variables such as HARSP "suppress," subtract out, or correct for a source of error in the measured relationship between associative RT and lexical decision RT. The negative regression coefficient for HARSP is the result of this suppression effect. It should be noted that the role of HARSP as a suppressor variable does not mean it is related to lexical decision. It is just that it permits the true relatedness of another variable, in this case associative RT, to be seen more clearly. If HARSP is not included as a predictor variable for lexical decision RT, the measures of observed relatedness of associative RT to lexical decision RT, that is, the regression coefficient and partial r', decrease by about 50% (although they are still significant).
Given the assumption that HARSP is a measure of response competition, one would also expect to find it operating as a suppressor variable for pronunciation latency; pronunciation RT of a word may be long if presentation of the word evokes many responses instead of only the word itself and one strong associate. This is in fact the case. If associative RT is incorporated as an additional predictor variable for the pronunciation RT data in Table 5 , a significant suppression effect is found for HARSP. In addition, the relationship between HARSP and pronunciation RT strongly suggests that lexical access was involved in pronouncing the words in Experiment 4.
. Consideration of the role of LENG as a suppressor variable explains the significant negative regression coefficient for LENG in the reanalysis of Experiment 2 lexical decision RT shown in Table 6 . Assume pronunciation RT is a relatively pure measure of the degree to which the lexical entries for short words are more easily located than those for long words. Then, to the extent that the subjects were using the strategy of responding "word" to very long stimuli, pronunciation RT will be less related to lexical decision RT. Long words will be pronounced slowly, but lexical decision RT will be relatively short. LENG "suppresses" this error, since it has only a small positive correlation with lexical decision RT in Experiment 2, it is positively correlated with pronunciation RT, and lexical decision RT is positively correlated with pronunciation RT. The result is the negative regression coefficient for LENG in Experiment 2. In Experiment 3, word and nonword length were carefully equated, and the bias to respond "Yes" to long stimuli was not possible, so no "correction" was required. Lexical decision and pronunciation shared the same LENG effect under these conditions so the regression coefficient is essentially zero in Table 6 (but not Table 4 where the LENG effect has not been partialed out by the inclusion of pronunciation RT as a predictor variable).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The complicated set of results presented above can be quite easily summarized. First, when physical properties of the stimuli, for example, word length, make it possible to use response strategies unrelated to lexical access, the effects of these strategies will be seen in the data. In addition, it is not clear that these were conscious strategies on the part of subjects. In their efforts to make fast and accurate decisions about the appropriate response to a stimulus, they used all sorts of information, not just information about the "wordness" of the stimulus. Second, when the most obvious of such strategies was impossible, the subjects somehow used the meaning of the stimulus (as measured by I.DOM, LMEAN, and associative RT) to make lexical decisions. Third, the effect of LFREQ is not localized in the lexical access component of lexical decision. It has an effect on lexical decision RT beyond its shared effect on the lexical access common to the three tasks. Finally, there is evidence that at least one other major, but presently unidentified, variable affects lexical decision and pronunciation but not associative responding. Since the effect of the variable is not shared by all three tasks, it is questionable whether it affects lexical access.
Implications for Theories of Word Recognition
The implications of these results for theories of word recognition that assume that lexical access precedes meaning attribution (Becker, 1980; Forster, 1978) are quite clear. Evidence from the lexical decision task for these theories is, at best, equivocal. Two important assumptions of the theories, that the word-frequency effect in lexical decision is localized in lexical access and that semantic variables do not affect lexical decisions about isolated words because a word's meaning is available only after lexical access, are clearly wrong. It may be that lexical access involves a search of the lexicon, but the existence of a word-frequency effect on the lexical decision task does not imply that word frequency orders this search. It appears, instead, as Morton (1979b Morton ( , 1982 hypothesized, that processes occurring after lexical access (in, e.g., Morton's "cognitive system") are involved in making a lexical decision.
Two theories of the lexical decision task make such decision processes explicit. Balota and Chumbley (1984) and Gordon (1983) have proposed models of the lexical decision task that assume subjects use a variety of types of information in making lexical decisions. In our model, we refer to one type of composite information as familiarity/meaningfulness (FM). The basic idea is that when a word or nonword stimulus is presented, it evokes an FM value because of its orthographic and phonological similarity to the internal representations of one or more words. The subject attempts to use this FM value in making a rapid decision. The degree of similarity to the stored representation(s) determines the strength of the FM response. If the FM value is very large, the subject assumes that it is very likely the result of a word's being presented and responds "word. " If the value is very low, the stimulus is likely to be a nonword, so a "nonword" response is made. If the stimulus had produced an intermediate FM value, one that could be the result of the presentation of a very "wordlike" nonword or a very unfamiliar word, then the subject must perform a slow analytic check of the stimulus to avoid making an error.
We have shown (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) that our model is in accord with a large body of lexical decision results and provides explanations for data that have proven troublesome to a number of current models of word recognition. We have used the model to provide explanations for three kinds of data: the effect of frequency-blocking on lexical decision (Glanzer & Ehrenreich, 1979; Gordon, 1983) but not pronunciation (Forster, 1981) ; the effect of repeating words and nonwords on lexical decision (Duchek & Neely, 1984; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1979; Scarborough, Cortese, & Scarborough, 1977; Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese, 1979) ; and the effect on lexical decision of using unpronounceable rather than pronounceable nonwords (James, 1975; Scarborough et al., 1977; Schuberth & Eimas, 1977) . It should also be clear that this same type of analysis is compatible with the results of Experiment 2. If a stimulus was very long, it was almost certainly a word, and, on some trials, there was no need for the subject to evaluate the string's FM value. The availability of this strategy effectively eliminated I.DOM and LMEAN effects in Experiment 2, but in Experiment 3, in which there was no basis for a length-based strategy, I.DOM and LMEAN predicted RT.
The difference between our model and those of Becker (1980) and Forster (1978) in interpreting the results of lexical decision experiments is important. We assume that when the FM value is very large or very small, a lexical decision response can be initiated on the basis of the composite information even before the subject has determined that the stimulus is a word by finding a match of the visual and/or phonological features of the stimulus with the internal representation of one of the word candidates. In contrast, Becker and Forster propose that the decision to respond "word" is the result of finding a satisfactory match of the stimulus features with an internal representation of a particular word. Finding this match is necessary and sufficient for making the response "word." Thus, if lexical access is defined as accomplishment of a satisfactory match to a single word, we do not assume that lexical access necessarily precedes the word/nonword decision, whereas Becker and Forster do. That is, Becker and Forster assume that for isolated words, there is a strictly sequential process of lexical access and then meaning extraction. We do not share this assumption. Gordon's (1983) model also assumes that subjects use a variety of types of information in making judgments about stimuli in lexical decision. In contrast to our model, however, Gordon assumes that rate of information extraction differs for stimuli: Following a given time interval, the information available for high-frequency words is greater than that for low-frequency words and nonwords. When the amount of information available exceeds a threshold amount, then a "word" response is immediately made. If the threshold has not been exceeded by a deadline, then a "nonword" response is made. This model explains the frequency effect for words but, unfortunately, cannot explain other important findings for nonwords. For example, both Scarborough et al. (1977) and Shuberth and Eimas (1977) have found that correct responses to pronounceable nonwords are slower than correct responses to nonpronounceable nonwords in a mixed list task. Gordon's model predicts that nonword RTs should not differ in this way, since the "nonword" response is a default response for stimuli whose information value has not exceeded the threshold by the deadline. Of course, Gordon was most interested in dealing with the frequencyblocking effect on word RT, and it is possible he could make minor revisions in his model to deal more adequately with the nonword results of other types of experiments. Morton's (1970 Morton's ( , 1979a Morton's ( , 1979b Morton's ( , 1982 logogen theory is compatible with the present results. In Morton's theory (as applied to visually presented stimuli), the visual input logogens determine the lexical entry (if any) to which the stimulus corresponds. This logogen then activates the appropriate parts of the cognitive system, which makes available the meaning of the stimulus, and the output logogen, which enters the word into the response buffer. A lexical decision could be made on the basis of either of these two events, the availability of meaning or the availability of a word. Morton (1970, p. 214) even proposed that the degree of logogen activation required to trigger the cognitive system may be less than that required to trigger an entry into the response buffer. Thus, the logogen model is very compatible with the experimental results presented above and, in fact, provides a good mechanism for producing the FM values and analytic checks postulated in the Balota and Chumbley (1984) model. West and Stanovich (1982) suggested that conclusions from lexical decision experiments about the role of sentential context in word recognition are suspect, since the effects could be occurring at either a lexical access or a decision stage. More recently, Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, and Langer (1984) compared priming effects in lexical decision and pronunciation tasks and concluded that semantic and associative priming effects are present in both tasks but that other contextual effects found with lexical decision tasks are due to postlexical processes. The results of our previous research and the present results lead us to agree with West and Stanovich and with Seidenberg et al. We (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) found thatthe word-frequency effect is larger in the lexical decision task than it is in pronunciation and category verification tasks. From this we concluded that word frequency affected a decision stage instead of, or in addition to, speed of lexical access. The analyses of Experiments 2 and 3 presented in Table 6 support the same conclusion; word frequency MEANING AND LEXICAL DECISION 601 has an effect in lexical decision beyond that attributable to the lexical access component shared by lexical decision, pronunciation, and associative responding. The results of the present research also demonstrate that performance in the lexical decision task is a least partly based on the availability of a word's meaning. These results indicate that it is not prudent to generalize the inferences made about the time course of lexical access and the variables affecting it from lexical decision experiments to tasks such as normal reading for which word/nonword decisions are not required.
Lexical Decision and Lexical Access

Alternatives to the Lexical Decision Task
Under these conditions, it is important to consider the appropriateness of other tasks for studying variables affecting word recognition. West and Stanovich (1982) concluded that the pronunciation task is much better suited for studies of semantic context effects in word recognition. The results of Experiment 4 presented in Table 5 indicate that the pronunciation task is not sensitive to the meaning (as measured by I.DOM and LMEAN) of the isolated word (as might be expected if one assumes a logogen model of word production). This replicates our previous findings (Balota & Chumbley, 1984) . Thus, there is little evidence for effects of semantic variables on pronunciation latency. 2 It would seem, then, that the pronunciation task may be apropriate for studying the effects of semantic context on lexical access.
The pronunciation task does, however, have a major limitation. We (Balota & Chumbley, in press) found that the word-frequency effect observed in the pronunciation task has at least two components. One effect appears to be a word-frequency effect on lexical access, and the other seems to be associated with the production frequency of the word. The basic finding leading to these conclusions was that, although a word-frequency effect of approximately 60 msec was found when subjects pronounced the word immediately upon presentation, there was still a word-frequency effect of approximately 45 msec when the word had been in view for up to 400 msec and the subject was simply delaying pronunciation of it until cued to respond. Moreover, another experiment using the same technique revealed significant word-frequency effects even though the word was available for close to 3 sec. Obviously, subjects have accessed the word's lexical representation in much less than 3 sec. Thus, special care must be taken to separate production-frequency effects from other frequency effects if the pronunciation task is to be used to study the role of word frequency in determining ease of lexical access.
The documentation of a word-frequency effect in word production by Balota and Chumbley (in press ) provides an explanation for another puzzling result from the present set of experiments. The LFREQ effect found in the pronunciation task, Table 5 , is, if anything, a little larger than that found for the lexical decision task of Experiment 3, the upper portion of Table 4 , even though exactly the same words and predictor variables were used. 3 This is inconsistent with the results of Balota and Chumbley (1984) and other researchers (see Balota & Chumbley, 1984 , for a discusson of the usual result). In spite of the larger effect of LFREQ in pronunciation than in lexical decision, the reanalysis of Experiment 3 shown in Table 6 indicates that there was a LFREQ effect in lexical decision in addition to that shared with pronunciation. This "extra" LFREQ effect can be understood if one assumes there are at least two types of word-frequency effect: an effect on the decision stage in lexical decision; an effect on word production in pronunciation; and, quite possibly, a third effect of word frequency on lexical access. There is no reason to believe that familiarity/meaningfulness (as indexed by word frequency and meaning variables) should have an effect on pronunciation performance or that production frequency of words should have any effect on lexical decision performance. Thus, the "extra" frequency effect in lexical decision can be attributed to a familiarity/meaningfulness effect on lexical decision, and the large frequency effect in pronunciation undoubtedly includes a word-production frequency effect.
CONCLUSIONS
The experiments and analyses presented above clearly indicate that an isolated word's meaning affects some component of the lexical decision process other than lexical access. It is also possible that word meaning affects lexical access, but the results for the pronunciation task indicate this is probably not the case, at least not for isolated words. In any case, the meaning of a word is quickly available for use in reading.
Our results also indicate that word frequency affects the lexical decision task at some point other than lexical access. Since the pronunciation task also exhibited a large frequency effect, it could well be that word frequency also affects lexical access, although the role of production frequency must also be considered. It is clear, however, that the results of lexical decision experiments should not be used as evidence to support search theories of lexical access such as those of Becker (1980 ) or Forster (1978 . A frequency-ordered search may be occurring, but the word-frequency effect in lexical decision may be primarily a function of the decision stage.
The differing results of Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that our subjects could use the length cues that were available in Experiment 2 (but not in Experiment 3). If this was the case, it points to the flexibility with which different types of information can be used in a very simple task that should require the use of only a highly automated word-recognition response. Thus, it appears that physical information is available earlier and/or is used more readily than semantic information even when the words are familiar and, for the most part, the meanings are wellknown. How this physical information is used in normal reading tasks is under study by a number of researchers (e.g., Pollatsek & Rayner, 1982) .
Finally, the present results replicate and extend those of Balota and Chumbley (1984) and provide additional support for the assumptions underlying our two-stage decision model of the lexical decision task. The success of the general form of this model in episodic memory tasks (e.g., Atkinson & Juola, 1974; Mandler, 1980) , semantic memory tasks (e.g., Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974) , and lexical decision tasks lends credence to its basic assumptions about the human propensity to use familiarity/meaningfulness information in making rapid judgments. Ifthis assumption is correct, then it seems natural to assume that humans find this information easy to use and that its extraction is a very rapid and natural process. Again, the conclusion is encouraging for those who would pursue semantic context effects in word recognition tasks.
The outcome of this research effort can be viewed as both negative and positive. We believe that we have shown that the lexical decision task is a poor tool for studying semantic effects in isolated word recognition, a negative message. On the other hand, what we have learned about the nature of the information people use and the strategies they adopt in making lexical decisions seems to us to be very instructive in pointing to productive paths to follow in future research. For example, the sensitivity of the lexical decision task to the target word's meaning confirms the usefulness of the task in studying the effects of context on the speed with which the target word's meaning is available. We choose to accentuate the positive message-a word's meaning is quickly available for a multitude of purposes. 
NOTES
I. Regression analysesreportedhere and belowthat includedI.DOM, LFREQ, LENG, LMEAN, and #ARSP as predictor variables were repeated omitting #ARSP as a predictor variable. The results were essentially the same as might be expected given the tolerance value for #ARSP. Thus, the inclusion of the somewhat unusual #ARSP variable as a predictor variable is not distorting the results with respect to the other variables.
2. We do not think we have any strong evidence that the meaning of an isolated word has an important impact on performance in the pronunciation task. One of our analyses, which is not reported in full here, could be construedto indicatethere are meaning effects in pronunciation, but there is, to us, a more plausible explanation. A multiple regression analysis like that in the lower portion of Table 6 , but with the roles of lexical decision RT and pronunciation RT reversed, indicated that associativeRT was significantly related to pronunciationRT beyonditscommonrelationthroughlexicalaccess. We believethisprobably was due to a tendencyof the subjects to subvocally pronounce the stimulus word as they were thinking of an associate to produce aloud. This would not tend to happen anywhere nearly as often in the lexical decision task (its RTs were less than half the size of the association RTs), and, to the extent it did, the variance attributable to this effect in all three tasks would be part of the shared variance in Table 6 . Of course, at this point this is only a post hoc explanation, and the role of meaning in the pronunciation task requires further investigation.
3. Somereaders maybe concernedabout the factthat the r for LFREQ and lexical decision RT in Experiment 3 was -.558, whereas the r for LFREQ and pronunciationRT was -.517. The rs thus have a relationship opposite to that of the regression coefficients. This fact is readily explained. The unadjusted frequency effect in lexical decision is being inflated by the indirect effect of LDOM, with which it is correlated (r = .402). When this indirect effect is partialed out by the regression analysis, the direct effect of LFREQ is actually smaller in lexical decision than it is in pronunciation. This illustrates one problem with some applications of multiple regression techniques. If one found that the correlation between I.DOM and lexical decision RT was perfect (-1.0) and was sure that it was the relevant variable, LFREQ would have a correlation with lexical decision RT of -.402 because of the indirect effect of LOOM. In addition, the directeffectof LOOM reflected in the regression coefficient would be much smaller than -1.0. Fortunately, this problemdoes not arise in the comparisonmade here. Task is orthogonal to the predictor variables, and the effects of colinearity are the same for both tasks. Any change in an r or a regression coefficient must be due to a change in the relationshipof the variable to task performance. 4. The analysis described in Footnote 2 resulted in a nearly significant (p = .056) LFREQ regressioncoefficient of -8.151. Multiplying this by 4 gives a 32-msec production-frequencyeffect, close to the size of the production-frequency effect found by Balota and Chumbley (in press ). For the reasonsalludedto in Footnote 3, that is, the set ofpredictor variableshas changed, this "production-frequency regressioncoefficient" cannotbe directlycomparedwith the "decision-frequency regression coefficient" of Table 6 with any expectation that the comparison will yield reliable results.
